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The school reopened on Jan 4, 2016 after winter vacations. Students and staff returned 
with a new vigour to begin the year with high hopes and aspirations. It was cold, but the 
spirit and enthusiasm beat the cold, and the last leg of the session started in right earnest.   

Saturday Activities: Every Saturday, various class-wise activities take place. Following 
activities took place on Saturdays.  The Kindergarten had Potato Painting and Favourite 
Bird Activity. 

Class  Jan 9,2016 Jan 23, 2016 Jan 30, 2016 

I A & B Yoga & Meditation Table Manners Short Story Telling 

II A & B Table Manners Yoga & Meditation English Reading 

III A & B Maths Quiz Dance & Music G.K. Quiz 

IV A & B Computers & Music Slogans of famous free-
dom fighters & Computers 

Gardening 

V A & B Paragraph writing on Lohri 
in English 

Drawing & Writing on Re-
public Day in Hindi 

Music & Dance 

VI A & B Needle Work-Tying of but-
tons 

Needle Work Computers & Mental 
Ability 

VII A& B Gardening Gardening ‘Write about yourself’ 

VIII A Slogan Writing in Punjabi Paragraph writing on Re-
public Day in English 

Yoga & Meditation 
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PREP SHOW:  

On 30th January, 2016 a Prep Show was held under the guidance of Ms. Ranjana Dass, Co-ordinator DPS, San-
grur for the parents of class Prep I B. The class in-charge Ms. Rajni had conducted this. Ms. Parminder Kaur, 
class in-charge PREP I C, assisted her. It was the fourth PREP SHOW held by Kindergarten. The motive behind 
this show was to give the glimpse of teaching-learning process to the parents. The teacher and students pre-
sented their regular routine in school. It began with the school prayers. Then they had Jolly Phonics class where 
teacher introduced a new sound with the help of a story. A jolly song related to that sound was also sung and 
acted upon. Students were given dictation which they wrote on slate. Next was the yoga class, where tiny tots 
practiced yoga. It has been inculcated as a good habit, which helps in keeping the body & mind healthy. Leap 
Start class was there for the students’ physical activity. Mathematics class was activity based, where students 
learned about various shapes  through flash cards, red and green circles and a number activity was done with 
Ganit Mala. An extension activity was also done. EVS class where the students had learnt parts of the body, a 
question-answer session regarding sense organs and cleanliness was held. Then there was an activity related 
with the colours. The PREP SHOW ended with a School Song followed by the National Anthem. It was a great 
success as parents appreciated the students’ routine and efforts put in by the school 
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Lohri Celebrations: 

A special assembly was conducted in the school to celebrate Lohri on Jan 13, 2016. The assembly 
began with school prayer, followed by a very beautiful poem on “Female Foeticide”, presented by Ms. 
Manjinder. Then students from different classes gave speeches on the importance and significance of 
Lohri. The school choir sang “challa” a famous Punjabi folk song. The bonfire was also lit. All the staff 
members put sesame seeds in the bonfire as a part of an ancient tradition. The peanuts and rewris 
were distributed among students. Kindergarten students coloured pictures showing Lohri scene. It 
was an enjoyable morning with memories of the olden days coming to everyone’s mind. 

REPUBLIC DAY CELEBRATIONS 

A special assembly was held to celebrate 67th Republic Day.  It started with a prayer followed 
by a speech by Gaurish. The school head boy and head girl along with house leaders of all 
the four houses conducted a March Past. The National Flag was hoisted and the items pre-
pared for the Republic Day started. The school choir presented a song. Next was a speech 
given by Sameer of class VIII.  The Kindergarten students presented a dance number  on 
“Rang De Basanti” and “Desh Rangeela”. They also presented various rhymes and patriotic 
slogans. Another dance number was presented by students of class VIII. The Republic Day 
provided an opportunity to remember the country and the sacrifice of many for the country. It 
was an opportunity to renew our commitment as good citizens to the honour of our country . 


